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Purpose
The Bus Stop Procedures Manual serves as a guiding document which the Greenville Transit
Authority (dba Greenlink) uses when evaluating the design, function, and placement of bus
stops within its service area. This manual outlines an ideal set of criteria and the minimum
requirements in order to provide safe, efficient, and accessible transit service. The following
guidelines were developed based on research of stop procedures of transit agencies
throughout the country and through discussions with local jurisdictions within Greenlink’s
service area regarding existing planning and permitting practices.
As of January 2017, Greenlink has 11 fixed routes serving a total of 525 bus stops. Of this, 67
stops (13%) provide a sheltered passenger waiting environment. Many of these stops were
installed absence of sound bus stop principals, which resulted in a significant number of bus
stops that do not currently conform to the standards mentioned throughout this manual.
In the interest of bringing the current system of stops into compliance with these
guidelines, Greenlink has established a committee of local engineers, planners, and public
works staff to simplify the existing decision-making, permitting, and installation procedures
with Greenlink’s jurisdictional partners. This bus stop committee will be responsible for:
1. Reviewing and approving amendments to the Bus Stop Procedures Manual; which will be
subject to Board approval
2. Reviewing and approving requests for new stops and passenger amenities
3. Working with Greenlink on encroachment permits and installation within applicable
municipality
4. Prioritizing stops for ADA compliance upgrades
In order to provide the best possible service, Greenlink staff and the committee will conduct
reviews focused on evaluating the overall effects that a proposed request has on vehicular and
passenger safety, its effects on route and system performance, and the overall effects on
accessibility to our services. These guiding principles are incorporated in the following sections
found in this manual:




Stop Parameters: this section considers the specifications of Greenlink’s bus fleet,
minimum stop distances, and turning radii which factor into a stop’s site selection
criteria and route movements
Stop Design/Environment: this section presents typical bus stop typologies and the
physical environments in which they are commonly found. This section also presents
guidelines for the provision of passenger amenities at stop locations such as benches,
shelters, and lighting

This manual is provided in an effort to communicate standards Greenlink abides by in the
planning and provision of bus stops and service to the various municipalities served. This
manual should also be used by contractors and developers seeking to incorporate transit access
into development plans and/or passengers requesting service to a particular community. Please
note, this manual is to be used as the basis for the evaluation of new stop requests and any
modification to an existing bus stop. Greenlink is aware that a number of bus stops may not
currently abide by the following standards outlined in this manual and is committed to
retrofitting existing stops as resources and partnerships are made available to the authority.
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Stop Parameters
Greenville’s urban form plays a significant role in relation to transit vehicle movements and
stop operations. The built environment heavily influences service delivery and can sometimes
be the sole factor for a number of transit agencies across the country. Key factors for
determining safe yet efficient stop locations requires an evaluation of parameters focused on
vehicle dimensions and turning radii, stop type, and stop location and placement. This
preference is a desired standard for service delivery if optimal conditions are present, and the
recommendations herein are not a final determination of a service delivery standard for all
scenarios.

Bus Dimensions and turn radii
To ensure transit vehicles can safely access stops and vehicles are making appropriate
turning movements, it is important to note the standard vehicle dimensions and turning radii
for Greenlink’s bus and trolley fleet. As of January 2017, Greenlink’s fleet consists of twentytwo 35-foot buses, six cutaway buses, and two trolley buses for fixed-route and paratransit
service. The vehicle specifications below provide for the largest vehicles in Greenlink’s fleet and
would adequately accommodate the entire range of the fleets’ mobility on roadways
throughout the service area.

Bus
o
o
o
o

Length: 420” (35 ft.)
Width: 102” (8.5 ft.)
Height: 116” (9.7 ft.)
Wheelbase: 230” (19.2
ft.)
o Turning Radius: 449”
(37.4 ft.)

35’ Trolley
o
o
o
o

Length: 400” (33.3 ft.)
Width: 96” (8 ft.)
Height: 136” (11.3 ft.)
Wheelbase: 228” (19
ft.)
o Turning Radius: 420”
(35 ft.)

23’ Trolley
o
o
o
o

Length: 276” (23 ft.)
Width: 96” (8 ft.)
Height: 133” (11 ft.)
Wheelbase: 178” (14.8
ft.)
o Turning Radius: 305”
(25.4 ft.)

The largest vehicles in Greenlink’s fleet are 2.5 feet wider and 19 feet longer than an
average sedan or SUV found on the road today. When these specifications are combined with
the stated wheelbase of each vehicle, an evaluation of the effective turning radii of Greenlink’s
fleet can be determined. A vehicle’s turning radius is measured by taking the radius of the
smallest circular turn that a vehicle is capable of making. This specification is typically measured
from the midpoint of a vehicle performing a semi-circular turn (U-turn). This turning radius
must be accommodated so that a bus or trolley vehicle does not impede pedestrian and motor
vehicle traffic flows while operating on our roadways.
All of these parameters are important to consider when planning service routes and
determining stop locations where Greenlink’s vehicles can safely operate. Roads that cannot
adequately accommodate a vehicle’s turning movements or does not provide sufficient lane
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widths prevent the provision of transit services altogether. Greenlink’s effective service area
should avoid lane widths under 10 feet wide and turns with radii sharper than 38’
(approximately 21.5’ from the curb).

Standard 40’ Bus Turn Radius
Source: NACTO Transit Street Design Guide

Bus Stop Typology
Before planning bus stop locations, it is critical to understand standard boarding and
alighting environments (the act of getting on and off a transit vehicle) typically found within
road rights-of-way (ROW). Three common bus stop typologies known in the transit industry are
near-side, far-side, and mid-block bus stops. These names are derived from a stop’s physical
location as it relates to an intersection.
These stop typologies, coupled with pre-existing conditions within Greenlink’s service
area, are heavily factored into the formulation of our system’s routes and the eventual
placement of stops along them.
Near-side
Near-side bus stops are stops that are located prior to a bus approaching an
intersection. Near-side stops should be at least five feet behind an intersection stop bar or from
the crosswalk if a stop bar is not present. The most appropriate uses of near-side stops are in
the following scenarios: if a bus route features an impending right turn; when trip generator(s)
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exist prior to approaching an intersection; and/or when existing pedestrian infrastructure
presents a safer environment for passengers than a far-side stop.
Below are some advantages and disadvantages associated with implementing near-side
bus stops.
Near-side Stops
Advantages

Disadvantages

Buses can take advantage of the width of
intersections to re-enter traffic

Creates conflicts between buses and vehicles
attempting right turn movements

Better positioning to allow passengers to
access crosswalks

Buses can block crosswalks and pedestrians’
view of oncoming traffic

Eliminates double stopping at signalized
intersections

Typically not appropriate when
accommodating impending left turn
movements

Preferred stop location when approaching
right turn movements along a route



AN EXAMPLE
OF A NEARSIDE BUS STOP
WHERE THE
BUS IS
ACCESSING THE
STOP PRIOR TO
MANUEVERING
THROUGH THE
INTERSECTION.

SOURCE:
PACEBUS

Far-side
Far-side bus stops are stops that are located after a bus has passed through an
intersection. Far-side stops are most appropriate in the following scenarios: areas with high
volumes of right turns; when a trip generator(s) is located on the far-side of intersection;
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and/or when existing pedestrian infrastructure presents a safer environment for passengers
than a near-side location.
Below are some advantages and disadvantages associated with implementing far-side
bus stops.
Far-side Stops
Advantages

Disadvantages

Creates shorter deceleration distances and
provides better opportunities for buses to reenter traffic

Can create double stop environments where
buses stop once for a traffic signal and again
for passengers

Minimizes conflicts with right turn
movements

Typically requires longer bus stop zone if stop
is located after a turning movement to
accommodate for larger turn radius

Minimizes pedestrian conflicts by
encouraging pedestrians to cross behind
buses rather than in front

Buses may not be able to pull through
intersections during peak traffic volume
periods impacting on-time performance

AN EXAMPLE
OF A FAR-SIDE
BUS STOP
WHERE THE
BUS MUST
TRAVERSE THE
INTERSECTION
IN ORDER TO
ACCESS STOP.

SOURCE:
PACEBUS

Mid-block
Mid-block bus stops are stops located approximately equidistant from the nearest
intersections. Midblock stops are typically used when passenger origins and destinations
cannot be easily served at or near the intersection. The highest percentage of mid-block stops
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within the Greenlink system can be found in downtown Greenville along Trolley routes. Midblock stops are generally not preferred and Greenlink will only provide stop locations with midblock typologies in cases of special exception.
Below are some advantages and disadvantages associated with implementing mid-block
bus stops.
Mid-block Stops
Advantages

Disadvantages

Avoids sightline conflicts with passengers,
stop amenities, and drivers as stop elements
are removed from busy intersections

Reduction of on street parking spaces to
accommodate the combination of longer
deceleration, loading, and acceleration zones

When utilized in high-density areas, provides
better access between passengers and their
destinations

Can be an inconvenience and a safety hazard
for passengers to access destinations in the
absence of a mid-block crossing

AN EXAMPLE
OF A MIDBLOCK BUS
STOP WHERE
THE BUS
ACESSES A
STOP MIDWAY
BETWEEN TWO
INTERSECTIONS
SOURCE:
PACEBUS

Stop Spacing and Placement
It is important to understand the foundation of stop spacing, as an incorrect
determination of the “optimal” spacing of stops can undermine the efficiency of transit service.
Too many stops can result in a much slower trip while too few stops may result in significant
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service gaps along a route. Additionally, bus stops are typically planned in pairs to
accommodate both inbound and outbound service.
Stop spacing is one of the most critical factors when planning a transit system and when
inadequate spacing is employed, it can deter use by potential passengers. Ultimately, bus stops
should be sufficiently spaced to allow passengers the greatest access to origins and destinations
while minimizing the overall impact to the operating cost for delivering service.
The following guidelines set the minimum stop clearances needed for the provision of
transit service at each of the outlined stop typologies:
o Near-side- a minimum stop clearance of 100 feet from an intersection in order to
establish a near-side bus stop zone. This spacing provides enough room for bus
operators to adjust back into traffic while providing access to alighting passengers
and other pedestrians to utilize crosswalks if present.
o Far-side- a minimum stop clearance of 85 feet past an intersection is needed in
order to establish a far-side bus stop zone. This spacing provides adequate room for
either a bus or trolley vehicle to clear both the intersection and the crosswalk to
approach the stop safely.
o Mid-block- A minimum stop clearance of 135 feet is needed in order to establish a
midblock bus stop zone. Midblock stops require the most amount of dedicated
space and are typically only provided where midblock crosswalks are present,
modifications to the sidewalk (such as curb/bulbouts) are made, and when origin
and destinations cannot be adequately served by nearby intersections. Greenlink
highly discourages, but does not prohibit, the use of mid-block stops as there is
currently a lack of existing pedestrian facilities with amenities such as pedestrian
refuge islands and raised medians, which could be used to provide safe and
accessible stop locations within the current service area.
To provide for optimal operational efficiency while allowing a high degree of access
between origins and destinations for our passengers, the following minimum stop distances are
recommended but subject to change based on evaluations of a site’s conditions;
o ⅛ mile (approximately 660 feet) or more for stops in high-density locations. Highdensity locations can include, but are not limited to, urban and suburban
downtowns, main street corridors, and town centers.
o ¼ mile (approximately 1320 feet) or more for stops for all other stops not classified
as high-density.

Service Delivery
Whenever possible, Greenlink prefers to provide service at far-side bus stop locations
due to this typology’s benefits of minimizing vehicular conflicts, reducing conflicts for alighting
passengers, and minimizing the bus stop’s overall footprint on city, county, and state roads by
requiring the shortest stop clearance. However, when intersection geometry will not allow the
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use of a far-side stop, Greenlink will use an appropriate mix of stop location typologies that will
abide by the proposed minimum stopping distances.
Greenlink will not give consideration for stop requests that present an inherent traffic
management conflict which present safety issues for passengers, operators, or motorists. The
following scenarios will not be considered for provision of service:
o Driveways: transit vehicles accessing a stop shall not partially or fully block a
driveway to board and alight passengers.
o On/Off-ramps: stops may not be located in the apron of on- or off-ramps. These
areas present dangerous passenger waiting-area conditions, in addition to creating
extremely difficult vehicular movements for both transit vehicles and motorists.
o Crosswalks: stops will not be considered where transit vehicles block a crosswalk in
order to board and alight passengers. This scenario applies to near-side and far-side
stops.
o Curves/Crests: stops may not be located in areas that result in transit vehicles
stopping alongside curves or over the crest of a hill, as these scenarios provide for
poor visibility of vehicles and pedestrians.

Stop Design/Environment
The following section highlights three guiding principles that address Greenlink’s bus
stop design and define the passenger-waiting environment: Greenlink stop classifications, the
Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) statutes, and the thresholds required to provide various
passenger stop amenities within Greenlink’s service area.

Stop Classification
Greenlink has two classifications for bus stops within its service area: Basic and
Enhanced. As of January 2017, Greenlink has 525 bus stops, of which 458 stops (87%) are
classified as “Basic” and 67 stops (13%) are classified as “Enhanced”. The following is the
determination for each classification.
Basic- the minimum requirements needed to provide service consist of a bus stop sign,
an ADA-compliant stop pad, and an accessible path/sidewalk providing access to and
from the stop location to adjacent land uses. Basic stops include the minimum
requirement of stop elements and are most appropriate for locations with low or
irregular ridership levels. These stops can normally be found in low-density, suburban
areas but can also be found in locations where building footprints are close to the
sidewalk, which limit the amount of space for a bus stop beyond the requirements of a
basic stop.
Enhanced- this is Greenlink’s preferred or desired stop type, which should be used
where appropriate site conditions exist and local zoning laws allow. Enhanced stops
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require the following elements and amenities to be provided: bus stop sign, an ADAcompliant stop pad, an accessible path/sidewalk, a shelter, seating, and a trash
receptacle. These stops go above and beyond the requirements of a Basic stop, and
provide a better overall waiting experience, which is crucial for making transit an
enjoyable mode of transportation. This stop type is best suited for large trip generating
areas such as malls and shopping districts, universities, and entertainment venues (such
as stadiums and arenas) where high ridership exists.

Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA)
In accordance with the Americans with Disabilities Act of 1990 (ADA), a civil rights act,
the following conditions must be met when providing transit service for the general public; as
taken from the ADA Accessibility Guidelines for Buildings and Facilities (ADAAG), Section 10:
o A firm, stable surface;
o A minimum clear length of 8’ (96”), measured from the curb or vehicle roadway
edge and a minimum clear width of 5’ (60”), measured parallel to the vehicle
roadway;
o All new bus stops must comply with the Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA)
requirements (Section 4.3, 4.4., 10.2.1 and 2).
o A maximum slope of 1:50 (2%) for water drainage; and
o Connection to streets, sidewalks or pedestrian paths by an accessible route.
If an evaluation of a potential bus stop site determines that these accommodations
cannot be met in a manner that is safe and accessible, a permit will not be granted until
remedied. In order to abide by the minimum standards set forth by ADA, Greenlink requires all
stops to have landing pads that are a minimum of 5’ (parallel to the curb) x 8’ (perpendicular to
the street) at no more than a 2% cross grade. This can be accomplished by either spanning the
curb lawn or adding concrete on the backend of a sidewalk where sidewalk infrastructure

ADA-Compliant Bus Stop Pad
Source: USF National Center
for Transit Research
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currently exists and is less than 8’ deep. The following graphic illustrates the minimum design
specifications to meet ADA requirements.

Stop Elements/Amenities
The following ADA must be met as they pertain to the stop elements and amenities
associated with the previously-defined Greenlink stop classifications.
ADA-compliant Pad
ADA-compliant pads are required for all stops in the Greenlink service area. ADAcompliant pads must be constructed to a minimum 5’ x 8’, slip-resistant pad with less
than a 2% cross-grade slope. These pads should be connected to a sidewalk or to the
curb providing a barrier-free, accessible path for ease in boarding and alighting of
disabled, elderly, or otherwise mobility-challenged passengers.
Bus Stop Sign
Bus stop signs are the front door to the Greenlink system. Bus stops signs should
be easily identifiable and contain, at a minimum, the stop ID number. Signs should be
affixed to their own post whenever possible and should be perpendicular to the street
to allow easy identification by vehicle operators and pedestrians walking along the
sidewalk. Signs should not be placed where they block existing signage; particularly
roadway and highway signage, such as speed limit signs. Signs should be placed at a
minimum of 2’ from the curb and be at a minimum of 7’ from the bottom of the sign to
the ground to avoid collision with light and heavy duty vehicles’ side mirrors.
The following requirements must be met for signage to comply with ADA
regulations:
o
o
o
o
o

Letters and numbers to be a width-to-height ratio between 3:5 and
1:1 and a stroke-width-to-height ratio between 1:5 and 1:10;
Characters and numbers sized according to the viewing distance from
which they are to be read;
Minimum height is measured using an upper case X. Lower case
characters are permitted;
Accompany pictograms with the equivalent verbal description placed
directly below, with a border dimension of 6” minimum in height;
Characters and background of signs in a non-glare finish, with
characters and symbols contrasting from their background

Sidewalks
All Greenlink bus stops must have an established connection to an existing
sidewalk if present. At a minimum, an accessible path must be created between the
stop and the road to adhere to ADA regulations. Sidewalks should be at least four feet
wide and should be maintained as barrier-free as to not prohibit accessibility. Widening
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sidewalks to five or more feet accommodates bi-directional pedestrian activity and
provides for a more comfortable waiting area at Basic stops.
Shelters
Shelters are required for all Enhanced stops. Shelters help to keep passengers
out of various weather elements including wind, rain, snow, and extreme heat. When
providing a shelter, a minimum of 2.5’ x 4’ of clear floor area, entirely within the
perimeter of the shelter, is required. Additionally, shelters must be connected by an
accessible route to the bus stop landing pad in order to comply with ADA.
Shelter size will be determined by anticipated service and use, including but not
limited to: trip generators, availability of right-of-way (ROW), and if a stop serves as a
transfer location for another route. Installation of shelters triggers an automatic
classification of Enhanced stop and will require seating and trash receptacle(s) in order
to be permitted by Greenlink and the Bus Stop Committee. Typical shelter pad
dimensions are 16’ x 8’ (see appendix A-1 for standard shelter dimensions).
Advertisements are permitted in shelters, but must adhere to Greenlink’s
advertising policy prior to the placement of any ads. Shelters must maintain an
unobstructed panel in the direction of oncoming traffic to increase visibility between
vehicle operators and waiting passengers. This can be accommodated for by installing a
transparent panel or forgoing a panel altogether.
Additionally, Greenlink does not have an established shelter design guideline and
encourages shelter designs to be presented to the Bus Stop Committee that best reflect
the community and stop environment, provided the aforementioned ADA requirements
are met. The Bus Stop Committee will ultimately decide on shelters that differ from
Greenlink’s stock shelter specifications.
Seating
Seating is required for any Enhanced stop. Seating should be constructed of
durable, tamper-proof material to prevent vandalism but also designed to prevent
prolonged loitering at Enhanced stops. Seating at Basic stops is optional and will be
permitted, as long as the seating does not hinder the accessibility of the stop by
boarding or alighting passengers and abides by the following ADA minimum
requirements:
o
o
o

Clear floor or ground space for wheelchairs (complies with ADAAG
Section 4.2.4);
Seat dimensions: a minimum of 20” to a maximum of 24” in depth
and a minimum of 42” in length;
Seat height: a minimum of 17” to a maximum of 19” above the floor
or ground;
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o

o

o

Back support: a minimum of 42” in length and that extends from a
point 2” maximum above the seat (seat back gap) to a point 18”
minimum above the seat;
Structure supporting vertical or horizontal forces of 250 pounds
applied at any point on the seat, fastener, mounting device, or
supporting structure; and
Exposed benches: slip resistant and designed to shed water

Lighting
Lighting is optional for both Basic and Enhanced stops. Although lighting is
optional, Greenlink highly encourages shelters to provide lighting to aid in visibility of
waiting passengers and to create a safer waiting experience. Lighting helps increase
visibility of passengers and vehicle operators while also providing a safer passenger
waiting environment. Provision of lighting can present logistical challenges and may
require some maintenance to ensure continued operation.
Trash Receptacle
Trash receptacles are required for Enhanced stops and are essential for ensuring
a clean passenger waiting area. Trash receptacles should be fixed to the ground to
prevent movement. Provision of trash receptacles require proof of a maintenance plan
or agreement to ensure trash is being emptied and is not contributing to litter and other
debris at stops.
System Map
Typically, system maps are expected at major transfer locations, such as the
Downtown Transfer Center. System maps may only be provided at Enhanced stops and
remain an optional element. Greenlink will provide the installer a system map to place
within the shelter.

Bus Stop Hierarchy
Below are the elements and amenities Basic and Enhanced bus stops. Any new stop put
into service is to provide at a minimum: a bus stop sign, a 5’ x 8’ ADA-compliant pad, and an
accessible and barrier-free sidewalk.
Bus Stop Hierarchy
Stop Element/ Amenity

Basic Stop

Enhanced Stop

Bus Stop Sign
ADA-compliant Pad (5' x 8')

Required
Required

Required
Required

Accessible Path/Sidewalk

Required

Required

Lighting

Optional

Optional

Seating

Optional

Required
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Shelter

No

Required

Trash Receptacle

Optional

Required

System Map

No

Optional

For existing Basic stops, the following criteria will be used when evaluating an optional
amenity request: total daily boardings, total number of routes serving stop location, and special
populations within service area at stop location (i.e. trip generators with a higher percentage of
children, elderly, or disabled).

Permitting
While the permit process varies in each jurisdiction, common requirements needed to
obtain encroachment permits from the city, county, or state include, but are not limited to:
1. Bus Stop Agreement– an agreement between the entity requesting a bus stop and the
property owner for the installation of a stop and/or associated passenger amenities to
be located on-site
2. Specifications of Shelter– Greenlink will work with the requesting entity to determine
a style and size of a shelter, if one is requested
3. Engineering Drawings– must include a site drawing; traffic control drawings may be
necessary depending on nature of work to install stop elements
a. See Appendix A-2, A-3, and A-4 for examples of engineering drawings
required for permit submission
4. Contractor’s Liability Insurance– a liability agreement must be in place for the group
installing the shelter prior to work commencing on bus stop infrastructure

5. Photo(s) of Site/Location
Applicants, particularly developers, are encouraged to determine road ownership as it
pertains to bus stop placement. Concurrently, applicants should review the requirements for an
encroachment permit in the jurisdiction that owns the road to become familiarized with their
permitting process.
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Bus Stop Checklist
Stop Location
Typology

Stop Location

Yes

No

Yes

No

N/A

Is there a minimum 100’ bus stop zone clearance?
Near-side

Is there a minimum 5’ distance from vehicle to stop
bar/crosswalk for a safe stop location?
Is there a minimum of 85' bus stop clearance?

Far-side

Is there a minimum 40’ clearance distance for
vehicle from intersection for a safe stop location?
Is there a minimum 135’ bus stop zone clearance?

Mid-block

Is there an existing mid-block crossing? Can one be
reasonably provided for?

Stop Classification/Elements
Stop
Classification

Basic

Minimum Requirements
Is a minimum 5' x 8' bus stop pad provided?
Is the bus stop sign perpendicular to the curb with
a minimum height of 7' and at least 2' from the
curb?
Is there an accessible path or sidewalk identified
to connect with the stop?
Is a minimum 5' x 8' bus stop pad provided?
Is the bus stop sign perpendicular to the curb with
a minimum height of 7' and at least 2' from the
curb?

Enhanced

Is there an accessible path or sidewalk identified
to connect with the stop?
Is a shelter provided which does not block a bus
operator's view of passengers waiting inside?
Is the provided seating at least X in height
Is a trash receptacle present?
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Permitting
Item

Task

Bus Stop
Agreement

Is an agreement between the applicant and the
property owner in place and provided to
Greenlink?

Shelter
Specifications

If installing an enhanced stop, have the shelter
specifications been provided to Greenlink?

Engineering
Drawing

Are engineering drawings complete and provided
to Greenlink?
Is a liability agreement in place for entity
performing construction of the stop and has a
statement of this insurance been provided to
Greenlink?

Contractor's
Liability
Insurance
Photos of Site

Yes

No

Yes

No

Is there an attached photo or street view image of
proposed site location?

Public Notice
Item

Issuance of
Public Notice
(Min. 30 days)

Task
Is a public notice posted on the Greenlink
website?
Is a public notice placed within the Greenlink
Transfer Center?
Is a public notice placed inside of buses along the
affected Greenlink route(s)?
Is a notice posted at the affected bus stop(s)?
Has a press released been issued for a minimum of
30 days?
Is the public notice also provided in Spanish?
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Request and Evaluation
Greenlink encourages the submission of bus stop and route modification requests on a
continual, rolling basis. Greenlink and the Bus Stop Committee, in an effort to provide clarity to
the review process, have established the following schedule for evaluating route modifications
and bus stop requests.
Review Type

Frequency

Review Body

Route
Modifications

Semi-annual

Internal (Greenlink)

Quarterly

Bus Stop Committee

Bus Stop
Planning

Exceptions to this schedule will be made to accommodate planning around special events
and road and bridge closures. All requests can be made using the Service Request Form
(Appendix A-5) which contains the following five types of requests for review:

Install a bus stop
o Please provide a general location for the requested stop with the applicable route
number. For assistance identifying routes, please visit www.ridegreenlink.com.

Install shelter/amenities
o Requests will be evaluated by Greenlink and Bus Stop Committee against minimum
requirements found in this document. A stop ID number or closest cross-streets
must accompany an amenity request.

Relocate or Remove stop
o Requests will be evaluated by Greenlink staff and will only be considered in
situations of persistent nuisance or unsafe conditions. Requests must contain a stop
ID number or closest cross-streets in order to be reviewed.

Report a problem with an existing bus stop
o Report broken or damaged Greenlink property including bus stop signs, poles,
shelters, lighting, and/or trash cans.

Request Route Modification/New Service
o

Describe as accurately as possible the desired route modification or new service.

As with previous bus stop and route modifications, Greenlink will ensure that the public
has ample time to provide feedback for all proposed changes through various methods,
including, but not limited to:
 a minimum 30-day public notice,
 notifications posted on the Greenlink website,
 public meetings,
 outreach through our social media channels,
17





newspaper postings,
posted signs and bulletins in our transfer center, and
on-board notices on routes that the change affects.
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Appendix
A-1: Standard shelter dimensions (standard hip style shelter)
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Appendix
A-2: Engineering Drawing- GHS Radiology (1210 W Faris Rd)
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Appendix
A-3: Engineering Drawing- GHS OBGYN (1120 Old Grove Rd)
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Appendix
A-4: Engineering Drawing- Walgreens (2008 Laurens Rd)
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Appendix
A-5: Bus Stop Request Form

Request for Bus Stop Change
Route

Inbound

Street

Cross Street

Existing Stop

New Stop

Outbound

Request Details
Please indicate one of the below requests:
Please Describe:
Move/relocate existing stop to:
Remove existing stop. Reason:
Add shelter
Improve
accessibility
Litter/Vandalism. Describe:
Contact Information
Name
Phone Number
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